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INTRODUCIN
"This document describes the progress of the NADC Atmospheric

Lidar Program funded by the Naval Environmental Prediction
Research Facility, Monterey, California, under Program Element
62759N, Project F52553. The objective of this effort is to
theoretically determine and experimentally verify the ability of
a solar-blind lidar system to remotely measure profiles of
atmospheric properties critical to naval operations. The
properties chosen for investigation are water vapor concentra-
tion, temperature and transmission; with the acquisition of water
vapor profiles as the primary goal.

The theoretical feasibility studies have been thoroughly
documented via ptjblication in a professional journ#] , a
technical report 'and a text on atmospheric water vapor . In
addition, experimental results using a KrF excimer laser were
presented at the winter 1983 topical meeting of the Optical
Society of America" These results are presented +-s-ewheL." n Ci .
this document....

A major accomplishment of the theoretical feasibility
portion of this program was the formulation of a figure of merit
(FOM) for water vapor plofile acquisition (See Figure 1) and
another for temperature . The FOM permits the selection of a
best-performance output wavelength for a given set of con-
ditions. This information provides an important design parameter
for a solar-blind Raman lidar system, and therefore sets specific
requirements on equipment and system performance. The expected
changes in optimum operating wavelength as determined by the FOM
calculations suggested that the lidar system developed for both
water vapor and temperature profile acquisition be tunable.

On the basis of this information, a variable wavelength
frequency-doubled dye laser was obtained for use as the lidar
transmitter. A major factor in this choice was the production of
short, high energy output pulses via a technique known as "cavity
dumpingm. Based primarily on the work of Morton, Mack and Itzkan
of Avco Everett Research Laboratories6 , dye laser manufacturers
offered this attractive feature as an added option to existing
equipment. Unfortunately, the dye laser did not perform as
expected, and attempts to acquire water vapor profile in the
solar-blind region from 250 nm to 262 nm (both daytime and
nighttime) were unsuccessful. A series of experiments aimed at
producing acceptable cavity dump performance were undertaken at
NADC and independently at Drexel University. None lead to more
efficient cavity dumping (See Appendix A). However, nighttime
water vapor profiles were acquired using the dye laser system
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operating at an output wavelength of 524 nm. These profiles were
used to setup the data collection system and software routines
and evaluate overall lidar performance. Examples of these
results are shown in Figure 2.

At this point, replacement of the dye laser system with a
high power fixed-wavelength excimer laser appeared to be the most
advantageous solution to the problem. A KrF excimer laser
operating at 248.5 nm, with an output energy of %.750 millijoules
in a 15 nsec pulse was purchased from Tachisto Incorporated of
Needham, Massachusetts and installed as the lidar transmitter.
Daytime and nighttime water vapor profiles were acquired in the
solar-blind portion of the spectrum using this laser. These
profiles and comparison to radiosonde data collected in the same
temporal and spatial environment are included in a later section
of this document. The replacement of the tunable dye laser
system with a fixed-wavelength KrF excimer laser allowed
feasibility testing to proceed more rapidly, but it did not
provide an appropriate system to evaluate the water vapor FOM.
Therefore, the ability of the FOM to quantify the effects of
atmospheric ozone on the optimal operating wavelength remains to
be experimentally verified. Technologies known to be applicable
to tunable KrF excimer systems have developed to where they can
be implemented in the existing NADC lidar. Hence, wavelength
tunability is seen to be available for implementation as time and
funds permit.

Finally, design considerations for the lidar receiver
sub-components necessary for the acquisition of atmospheric
temperature profiles have been established. A technical memo-
randum discussing the experimental method and detailing the
receiver design is included in Appendix C . To date, June 1983,
all major items have been purchased and system modifications
necessary to acquire temperature profiles are on schedule.

BACKGROUND

The theoretical details of using a solar-blind Raman lidar
to remotely measure atmospheric properties are given in
References 1-5. For convenience, a summary of these details
follows and a reprint of Reference 1 is included in Appendix B.

The generalized lidar range equation relates the single-
scattered laser return signal to physical properties of the lidar
and atmospheric parameters as,

P(R) (ct/2) (2T) PnABo(R) (1)
44R Z
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Where:

P(R) a power returned at range R (watts)

ct/2 a range resolution element (meters)

To  a atmospheric transmission, i.e.

T0 e1 oRa(R)dr

o(R) a atmospheric extinction coefficient

Po a transmitted power (watts)

A - area of the receiver (meters2)

B - optical receiver conversion efficiency

o(R) a backscatter coefficient (meters-)

The Raman lidar range equation for water vapor profiles
relates the ratio of the signal returned from the v, vibrational
transition of water vapor molecules to that returned from
vibrational transitions of nitrogen molecules, i.e.,

-Pv(R) NI(R) B1 al Ti (2)
PNit(R) N2 (R) B2 02 T2

Where:

Pwv (R) - power returned at the water vapor Raman wavelength
(watts)

PNit(R) - power returned at the nitrogen Raman wavelength
(watts)

Pr (R) - ratio of power returned at the Raman wavelengths

NI(R) a number denjity of water vapor molecules at range
R (meters )

N2 (R) = number d nsity of nitrogen molecules at range R
(meters)

81 a optical conversion efficiency at the water vapor
Raman wavelength

-3-

,%- ~ * %
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B 82 - optical conversion efficiency at the nitrogen
Raman wavelength

T .T1  atmospheric transmission at the water vapor Raman
wavelength

T T2  a atmospheric transmission at the nitrogen Raman
wavelength

al a1 water vapor scattering cross-section (m )

a2 = nitrogen scattering cross-section (m 2)

In the solar-blind Raman lidar system depicted in Figure 2,
the optical signals acquired by the photomultipliers are used to
extract a profile of the water vapor mixing ratio using,

SI(R) - N1 + Ki (3)
R(R) S2 (R) - k2 + K2 C

Where:

R(R) - water vapor mixing ratio at range R (gm kgm1

C - lidar system constant

S1 (R) = signal plus background noise at range R acquired
at the water vapor Raman wavelength

S2 (R) a signal plus background noise at range R acquired
at the nitrogen Raman wavelength

1 Ia time averaged background noise at the water vapor
Raman wavelength

-2  - time averaged background noise at the nitrogen

Raman wavelength

K1  a water vapor channel baseline correction constant

K 2  nitrogen channel baseline correction constant.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

As shown schematically in Figure 3, the Raman return signal
receiver is a Cassegrain telescope. The primary mirror (MI) is
30 inches in diameter, the secondary mirror (M2) is 8 inches in
diameter and the effective focal length of the system is 296
inches.

S4-
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The output of the telescope is split into two beams. Each
beam is directed via a narrow band optical filter, centered at
the appropriate wavelength, into an RCA 310005 solar-blind
photomultiplier. Hence, the Raman return signals at 273.3 nm for
water vapor and at 263.8 nm for nitrogen are selected and

Sindividually amplified. The electrical signal from each photo-
multiplier is then directed into a Tektronix R7912 fast transient
digitizer. The digitized signals are stored on magnetic tapes in
a format structured by a Z80 microcomputer system to be
compatable with DEC POP 11/34 Fortran requirements.

To extract a water vapor mixing ratio profile from the raw
data, two separate tapes are required. One tape contains the
signal plus noise in each of the Raman channels. The other
contains information on random, background and systematic noise
introduced into the lidar receiver with the laser output beam
blocked. This second tape provides baseline information and is
necessary for two reasons. First, as noted earlier, the
Tektronix R7912 digitizer is a non-zero baseline device. That
is, with no signal input to the digitizer, the value of the
digital output is a function of the horizontal and vertical trace
position and intensity controls. Additionally, each R7912 trace
exhibits a slope which depends upon the vertical trace position
selected. Secondly, the baseline tape contains information on
EMI, RFI and any externally (or internally) generated noise. This
bias must be removed from the signal tapes to properly assess the
level of the Raman return signal in each channel. To accomplish
this goal, the time-average of the baseline tape is used in
equation 3 as IT and N2. Further, the additive constants K1 and
K2 compensate for intensity setting induced differences between
the data and the baseline tapes.

The range resolution of the lidar system is given by,

AR a ct/2 (4)

Where:

AR a range resolution (meters)

c - velocity of light (meters sec- 1 )

t - output pulse duration (sec)

The output pulse duration of the lidar transmitter is 15 nsec.
Therefore, the lidar range resolution is approximately 2.3
meters. Acquisition of water vapor profiles with this range
resolution require the R7912 timebase to be set for 8 micro-
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seconds per sweep. This set of factors limits the altitude of
the profiles to one-kilometer. This limitation can be cir-
cumvented by proper range gating to select any one-kilometer
segment of the profile or the maximum range of the lidar can be
increased to three kilometers, with a range resolution of
approximately 7 meters. Additionally, the range resolution
element for any chosen scenario may be increased by averaging the
data in adjacent range bins to produce the required resolution.
For example, one-kilometer profiles with a range resolution of
2.3 meters can be "range averaged" to produce one-kilometer
profiles with a range resolution of 90 meters for comparison to
radiosonde data.

Balloon-borne radiosondes were launched from NADC as shown
in Figure 4. High resolution lidar water vapor data was acquired
immediately prior to, during and following all radiosonde
launches. A baseline tape problem precluded the extraction of a
water vapor profile from the raw data tapes of the 0600 hours
launch on September 28, 1982.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Lidar range-averaged water vapor profiles and comparison to
locally acquired radiosonde data are shown in Figures 5 through
9. Most of the lidar profiles acquired during the episodes
listed in Figure 4 were of a routine nature. While all of the
lidar profiles compared well to the accompanying radiosonde data,
two of the profiles were quite unusual. These profiles exhibit
pronounced alternate layers of moist and dry air and are shown in
Figures 10 and 11.

These profiles have been the subject of considerable
an ysis for two reasons. First, the possibility of an in-
strumental (or external) artifact intruding into the data had to
be considered. Extensive examination of the raw data and
background noise tapes did not produce convincing evidence of an
agency external to the atmosphere as the cause of the structured
profiles. In addition, the raw radiosonde humidity ordinate data
exhibited very erratic behavior on two of the six launches. The
erratic behavior occured during the same approximate altitude as
the stratified lidar data and appeared to be operating normally
at all other altitudes. The launching of the radiosondes and
subsequent analysis of data was performed at NADC by a metero-

*logical (MET) team from the Naval Eastern Oceanographic Center
. (NEOC), Norfolk, Virginia. Discussions with the MET team members

provided additional insight into the radiosonde humidity
* profiles. The erratic behavior of the humidity sensor during the

first kilometer had been observed Nmany times in the past". Since
the sensor data is not reliable during these events, the approach

'- 6-
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used by the MET team is to "eye-ball integrate" through this
region. That is, they perform a linear fit between humidity data
points they ascertain to be acceptable. This method produced the
smooth radiosonde profiles included on all lidar data presented.
The second reason for subjecting the high resolution lidar data
to extensive analysis is to provide an understanding of the
mechanisms responsible for the stratified appearance of the water
vapor profiles. While not part of the present lidar program

, goal, an understanding of these mechanisms would provide insights
which would allow more ambitious future program goals to be
considered.

A.°.'I

* -!,.~ *.*.~.~
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REPORT ON CAVITY DUMP DEVELOPMENT

This report describes the results to date (August 1982) of
the work on the development of the cavity dump equipment which is
designed to operate in an intra cavity position in the flashlamp
pumped Phase-R laser which has been used for NADC lidar work.

§' The basic function of the cavity dumper is to provide a
means of obtaining short ((30 ns), highly efficient (*80% normal
mode laser operation) laser pulses for use with the NADC lidar.

Earlier efforts at NADC to obtain pulse conversion
efficiencies exceeding 20% had been unsuccessful. Whereas the

*. flashlamp pumped Phase-R dye laser would, in the so-called normal
mode (w500 ns pulse duration), provide energies as high as 200 mJ
per pulse using Rhodamine 6-G, the cavity dump mode, which gave
pulse durations measured at *30 ns, failed on the other hand to
provide output pulse energies in excess of 20-40 mJ. Since this
output had to be frequency-doubled, this resulted in very low,

.- doubled power (.1.0 mJ or less) and, as a consequence, this
provided unacceptable lidar output power/energy.

Initially, it was felt that there were depolarization
effects arising inadvertently from some of the components in the
laser cavity, which resulted in reduced output. As it turned
out, the current experimentation has brought into question the
underlying theory of operation. Briefly, the theory is defined
in the usual manner by sets of rate equations involving the
lasing field (photons) and the lasing levels and loss (triplet

*. states) levels of the lasing material.

.; It is not so much that the equations themselves are improper
as it is the relative importance of the various terms. But this
is still somewhat conjectural. Clearly, the theory needs to be
examined a bit further. More importantly, however, the various
parametric data on say the 6-G dye have to be reexamined.

A series of experiments were begun to see if the specifics
of the power conversion efficiency could be denominated. Earlier
work (A. Salik) had indicated that the conversion from normal
mode to cavity dump mode (inside the laser cavity), achieved
basically by replacing a 40% reflecting output flat by a 100%
reflecting flat, had succeeded in increasing the internal field
(lasing flux) by only a factor of 2-3 instead of the hoped for
factor of 10-15. This result indicated the presence of some
unaccounted for loss mechanism inside the cavity. The initial
guess of some depolarization of the laser field was ruled out
early and a straightforward loss inside the cavity was sought.

-A-1 -
.1
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The various elements in the cavity were examined (by a one-by-one
insertion and removal procedure). In addition, a variable iris
was inserted in the cavity to obviate wall effects in the dye
cuvette.

None of these efforts proved fruitful. A second, much
larger Phase-R system (3.0 J/pulse) was also employed in a
similar series of experiments. As well as looking for non-
linear, large signal gain saturation effects, various model
(lasing field) structures were employed and these procedures were
equally fruitless.

At the present state of things, certain earlier possible
sources of trouble have been eliminated or downgraded. Indeed,
the only really strong candidate left for examinations is the dye
itself. For example, the triplet losses could be larger than

*. estimated or other parameters could have been poorly estimated,
or because of the source or supply, the dye could be
contaminated. Triplet quenching was not tried during this series
of experiments.

*. Operationally, the next step would be to back off one step
further and to set up a series of experiments on the dye pro-
perties themselvis. On whether or not this is a worthwhile
endeavor, more below.

There is every clear indication up to this point in the work
that so long as the solar-blind Raman lidar is the basic remote
sensing technology of choice, a tunable uv output spectra is
required.

The choice made in 1979 (cavity dumped, flashlamp pumped,
doubled dye) has not lived up to manufacturers' claims or our
expectations. Existing technology provides an alternative system
such as the rare gas halide laser. (KrF)

Currently, while still involved in the proof of principle
phase of the work, the fixed wavelength experiment appears the
most advantageous choice. At a later date, the easy conversion
of the excimer to XeCl (300 nm) could provide a short duration
pulse pump laser for a dye, which could then be doubled to the

* desired frequency.

. One final point on current technology is that quite flexible
(but not wholly unlimited) tuning is being rapidly developed via

_ the so-called high pressure Raman cell. Field experience may
well show that this type of tuning is more than adequate.

-A-2 -
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In conclusion, as a result of the lab experiments over the
last 8.0 months, we have essentially eliminated some causes of

'4 poor operation of the cavity dumped doubled dye. Also, as far as
I am concerned, it remains an essentially unproven idea (Itzkan's
work to the contrary notwithstanding). Nonetheless, we must
clearly keep this idea among the list of future possible

S.. technological alternatives. As things stand, we appear to be in
a good position to temporize for the moment (as long as the KrF
produces). In the meantime, sufficient grounds appear to exist
to suggest that the ongoing improvements in the other
technologies will move along fast enough to provide a satis-
factory alternative to the Phase-R cavity dumper when we need it.
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John Cooney
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Variabie-wav.Iungth solar-bW Raman dar for remote
meaguremmnt of atmhrcwater-vapor concentration
and terau"

KeMnM PW, Mmd S. Od JaM COaMy

Syutam dollitios Md pF im calculetioms an presented for a vsriabls-molsugth solr-blind Raman
d.ah Of rMW* OmWm aia prIC 11. Of StMPh@ri Water-vpo r COMMUSAtS and tMpMratuM.

A fipm of mserkt a defined which In related to the wavelength dependent SNR. It is shown that the figure
t. marik far a paticular output wavelsugt depend critically o the iemum total m e overburde

as wall a to m cnent f rom the earth's sortae up to a mainum esmuemant altitude. Figures of
stem for ---- , ,peru"e profle meuremmt ae presented. Bet prformance output
sv e w givv ad total output enargim requied yiek prespecled accuracie ae computed.

-! L bkodudth The presence of the ozone in the atmosphere is re-

A need exists to measure remotely atmospheric sponsible for the SB phenomenon. The ozone cross
water-vapor concentration and temperature profiles section begins to increase as a function of wavelength
from the earth's surface to altitudes o a few kilometers at 230 im, and it reaches a maximum at -255 am. It
during daylight hours a well m at night. The potential decreases rather rapidly until -286 nm where the am-
of a solar-blind (SB) Raman lidar to meet this need is bient solar flux begins to increase significantly. By 295
described. nm the SB phenomenon has largely disappeared, al-

An SB Raman lidar can be operated in the same though vestiges of the absorption extend to -325 nm.
fashion as visible Raman Iidars.' 2 For the measure- The presence of atmospheric ozone is advantageous
ment of water-vapor and temperature profiles, both the when rejecting background radiation; however, the same
vibrational Raman backscatter from water vapor and absorption process which prevents the incoming solar
Nt and the Raman rotational backscatter from the at- radiation from reaching the lidar is also responsible for
mospheric mix of oxygen and nitrogen are monitored. attenuating both the output lidar signal and backscat-
Temperature profile measurements3 are obtained by tered return signal as it propagates through the atmo-
monitoring two optical channels separated in frequency sphere. As a consequence the optimal lidar operating
from the output radiation by -50.0 and 120 cm- I and wavelength is a function of the instantaneous amount
utilizing optical bandwidths of 10.0 and 20.0 cm-L, re- of ozone in the atmosphere.
spectively. Water-vapor profile measurements are A figure of merit (FOM) is defined to quantify the net
acquired using the 36M0.0-cm - t Raman line of water. change in the SB lidar SNR that is realized because of
The purpose of operating a Raman lidar in the SB re- the presence of atmospheric ozone. On the one hand,
gion of the spectrum (230-300 nm) is to reduce the the ozone reduces the solar background noise level 7-8

" ,background noise to a level which allows daytime op- orders of magnitude; on the other hand, it reduces the
eration. lidar signal strength -3 orders of magnitude. The

FOM takes these countervailing features into account
and readily permits the identification of the wavelength
of maximum SNR for a given ozone condition in the
atmosphere. As a concomitant of the definition, the
FOM is also a function of the measurement altitude.

John Cooney is with Drezel Univesity, Physics & Atmpheric IL Theory an Evalation of the FOM
Sciences Department, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104; the other An FOM is defined which is related to the wavelength
authors a with U.S. Naval Air Development Center, Waminster, dependent SNR. It is defined by considering all the
Pensylvani i74. relevant wavelength dependent terms which are in.

4. Received 13 August 1961. volved in the magnitude of the received signals. In the
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caMe of the water-vpor Measurement, two received ordinary day-night visible flux ratios. For the visible
Sisignals are involved. One is the Raman shifted water- (400-700-nm) region of the spectrum, the ambient flux

vao wavelength, and the other is the Raman shifted ratio of direct sunlight to nighttime darkness (below
nitrogen wavelngt A water-vapor FOM(A) is de- mean starlight) at the surface is--10+8-10 + . Outside
fined a followw the earth's atmosphere the solar flux ratio in the SB

106(Jds)1T(A1(XA ) region (230-290 nm) to the visible region is --1- t.

IvOiW galowai + K (1) Since visible-wavelength Raman idasn operating at
night ar typically shot noise limited, -10+ reductionwhere o = trasmitted wavelength, of ambient solar flux in the SB region is required.

.- t55t height, These flux ratios are -wed n the basis for setting the
At oreceived wavelength (water vapor), otherwise arbitrary tArkground levels.As - received wavelength (nitrogen), It should be notal that it is possible to operate an

at(.,) - transmittance through the entire atmno- ordinary Raman Mior in the visible portion of the
sphre at X1, spectrum (400-700 nm) in the daytime. To do this,

a2(W - transmittance through the entire atnio- however, impose requirements on the lidar design as
sphere at t, severe as in the case of the differential absorption lidar

TI( ih) - transmittance from height h, to sensor at (DIAL), where there is a need for a very narrow optical
X1 r t nbandwidth in the receiver channels. Becaus of this the

- transmittance from height h1to sensor at DIAL system design is constrained to a very small an-
X2, gular field of view. As a consequence, the level of am-To0 13h) - transmittance to height hI at 4 and bient solar flux entering a receiver channel is at a very

K = nonwavelength dependent constant. low level and contributes little to the receiver noise level
The FOM(A) involves transmission between the mdr However, the price which is paid to incorporate the

and the maximum measurement altitude (a few kilo- needed mechanical and thermal stability into such a
meters) at the three wavelengths and increases as any system is significant. The SB Raman lidar can be built
or all of the transmittances increase. These terms are with optical and mechanical stability constraints cor-
T o. T1, and 7'2. Each transmittance term is the sum of responding only to that of the ordinary lidar. Hence,
contributions from Rayleigh scattering, aerosol, and the exploitation of the SB phenomenon is dictated in
ozone attenuation. The FOM(A) increass as the considerable part by economic constraints.
transmitted wavelength decreases varying as X;4. The Plots of the FOM(A) (K set equal to I0-1) are given
wavelength to the fourth power in the denominator is in Fig. 1 for several values of visibility. Although visi-
the wavelength dependence of the Raman proces. The bility as such has little meaning for the solar-blind
remaining terms at and a2 are the transmittances
through the entire atmosphere. They are present in the n-
denominator to account for the effect of the ambient
daytime flux on the noise level in the receiver channels.
K isa wavelength independent constant which is added
to limit the value of the denominator because the
products (at) and (a2) can become exceedingly small. 4- 4'
Ideally, the SB War is chosen to operate at wavelengths
so that the ambient daytime flux (at and a2) back- "I
ground noise contribution will add ,-I.O% to the existing . . .
noise from all other sources at the maximum range.
This level eliminates background as a practical problem. 0"4
Since the limiting source of noise on the signal can be
shown to be the shot noise on the received signal, it is
possible to compute the magnitude of the noise for a
specific set of both atmospheric and system parameters
for a given range. However, atmospheric conditions am W..

V so variable that it would be necessary to adjust output
-. wavelength from one set of lidar measurements to the . ,* ,to , \

next to achieve an optimized condition. This is unde- "a ... -
sirable from an operational point of view. Therefore, -A.. . -m
a fixed ambient background level is chosen to fall I mw

slightly below the level of 1.0% of the shot noise. It can 0PO6M Lem
be sen that the function of K is to establish an upper

* limit to the value of FOM(A) regardless of the values of
the products (at) and (a2).

1The amount of reduction of ambient solar flux re- a n.
quired to make an SB lidar shot noise limited during
daytime operation can be determined by considering Fig. 1. FWa. of merit (H20).
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wavelength region, it is used her to characterize the
aerosol loading of the atmosphere in a way identical
with that tued in the Eltenan' attenuation tables. It ......
is as that although aerosol loading has a marked effect
on the absolute value of the SNR, the effect on optimum -"ow "-

wavelength ir is relatively smail.
measurement~ook oftm"aurSsflSimilar to the measurement of water vapor, FOM(--)is defined for the measurement of temperature a for -

lows

F )ME 4al ) (2 K0

where To( ,a), A& and K an as previously defined. and
ao(0o) as the transmittance through the entire atmo-
sphere at )o.

The definition of the FOM(-') reflects the particular 24 t" No
choice ofmeasmument strategy. The Ramen rotational , . 8. m -
spectrum bands of the two received wavelengths to the .
incident wavelength are so close together on the wave-
length axis that variations in the relative transmissions
of these three wavelengths are negligible. In the
28-nm spectrl region, the three wavelengths span only
a I-nm interval.

The FOM() with K equal to 10-' as a function of
wavelength )o for various visibility conditions is shown
inFig. 2, InesencetheFOM(--)isafunctionof only
the one wavelength. As in the coo of the FOM(A) the . .t.*,.
signfant changes in visibility due to changes in aerosol
loading do not change the optimum wavelength very ig. 2. Flgue of merit (tamp).
much. On the contrary, as seen below, modest changes
in ozone Lading have a mor pronounced effect on op- SEM
timum operating wavelength.

The curves of FOM(A) and FOM(-) vs wavelength .
(Figs. 1 and 2) have been computed using the mean _"16
value of the ozone loading because the natural vari- I
ability of the ozone is difficult to characterize pre- 3
cisely.

IL. Ozone Varably .

Atmospheric ozone undergoes significant temporal ____

and spatial changes. The temporal and spatial vari- - , a l- a a ; s O,, O OWS

ability of the amounts of ozone in the atmosphere has
a primary effect on SB lidar design. Hence, a survey Fig. 3. New Zealad filter Canterbury instrument and the Dobson
of these variations is given to establish the magnitude prim intument Xo aom value. track well together but with him
of the problem which is created. d 7 * 1.7%' The bim is within the intercomprion calibration

The temporal variability of 03 is both natural and uncertainty.
man-made. The man-made variations have been the
subject of intensive study over the pst few years.
However, aside from the potentially hazardous long- The variation in total overburden measured on a
term (decades) anthropogenic changes of the secular week-to-week basis at Wallops Island, Va. over a 6-
variety, the naturally occurring changes are significantly month period is shown in Fig. 3. The variation of this
the larger of the two. For example, for a typical mid- weekly average from minimum to maximum is -70%.
latitude station, day-to-day variations in total over- Day-to-day minimum to maximum variation, however,
burden average 10% in winter and 5% in summer. is to the lidar user a more significant statistic than av-
Year-to-year variations can amount to 25%; man-made erage weekly or daily variations. This is because one
variations are of the order of a few percent. Longer day is the usual period of a set of measurements.
term natural variations of decade periods are also The intercomparison between the classic Dobson
thought to exist but are somewhat less pronounced than instrument which acquires the value of the ozone
the yearly variation (CLAP monogram 4, DOT-TST- overburden as contrasted with a newer but much sim-
75-54, Final Report). Also records of 03 at individual pier filter instrument (the so-called Canterbury in-
stations are known to vary widely. strument) is also shown in Fig. & The variations in data
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- given in parts per billion (ppb) are listed for two in-
struments at two places -16 kmn (-10 miles) apart at
Wallops Island for Sept. 1977. Thus, as with the O
overburden, the 03 surface density also has significant

- variability.
- Model atmospheres have been developed5 which

characterize the large 03 changes which occur in the
atmosphere due to varying combinations of random and
systematic changes. A mid-latitude 03 model is shown
in Table lI. The prime quantitative feature of the
model is that the total overburden is 0.345 atm cm.

...--,.., "- "'". .. This corresponds to 9.27 X 1022 molecules/m 2. The
overall variability is 30%. This model is used in the SB
lidar system performance calculations to follow.

.. AI The %3 variability in the atmosphere dictates that the
ft. 4. Aveae d ty over the North Aerean SB transmitter/receiver wavelength interval he made

' 'S dwivad feo. wmmde network da for Mar.-Apr. v. for variable if maximum lidar efficiency is required.
contoma ane p m;. divide valum by 2.14 X 10' for dAity in atm

cm km-'. IV. POM and Pelormance Calculadons

The relationship between the 03 density from the
TaftL SuC onto surface to the measurement altitude and the total

WALP overburden at any given time and place is not well un-
ILA AN T I derstood. For computational purposes it will be as-

TIME (0) (03) sumed that the overburden and the surface density areATE (DT) (p3b) (0b) completely independent. Thus, there can be a com-
bined maximum overburden with a minimum surface-

9/9 2200 32.6 274 to-measurement-altitude density and a minimum
9/10 0200 11.2 25.0 overburden with a maximum surface-to-mesure-
9/10 1100 2&5 32.0 ment-altitude density. In this way, limits of the change
9/10 1600 59.O 5.4 in operating wavelength can be determined. This9/1 l 0200 406 46.6
9/I I 0 200 300 3 procedure can put rational upper and lower bounds on
9/11 1600 34.2 46.0 the expected changes in optimum operating wave-
9/11 2200 6.4 3,5 lengths as determined by the FOM calculations.
9/12 0200 204 19.6 FOM(A) calculations utilizing the ozone variations
9/12 1100 396 38.3 described by the Elterman model4 and the Krueger

model are plotted as a function of wavelength in Fig. 5.
(sib 1S PAnTS PER BLUON OF OZONE IN AI) A 2.2-nm difference in optimum wavelength is pre-
SIMULTANOUS CMoupAmo of GRoD dicted. Optimum wavelength determined from
DENSITIES OF 03 AT POINTS 10 MLES APART FOM(A) calculations utilizing the Krueger model is

plotted as a function of 03 overburden in Fig. 6.
obtained with the two instruments give an appreciation Computations for FOM(-) can be made in a similar
of the relative accuracy of the different methods of ob- sgivenifashion.

aFmu the shot noise limited situation and at the opti-
of the relat i c r 3ta mum wavelength as determined by mean 03 conditions,the anticipated uncertainties for the measured quan-

,.'-,a reprsntative sampling of the kinds of variation that titis have been computed. Uncertainties in the tem-
::.::: we to be expected at a given measurement site. There

perature and water-vapor measurements due to shot, ,,-,e also systematic worldwide 03 variations in both noise are plotted in Figs. 7 and 8. These curves show
4 ~~latitude and longitude. Figure 4 shows, for example, nosarplteinFg.7nd8Thecuvshw

thelattud-alitus, lotforsprng or he ortern what output energy must be used to produce the giventhe latitude-altitude plot for spring for uncertainty in the measurements of the water vapor and
hemipheretemperature at 1.0 km. For simplicity, 100- altitude

The variability of the total atmospheric overburden resoluton as ue in Fhs calcions.
of O is of sufficient magnitude to cause changes in theFOM and therefore the optimum SB lidar operating
wavelength. Even more pronounced, however, is the V. Laser Sel0
variability of the 03 density in the first kilometer. This There are three laser transmitter choices available for
variation causes changes in the atmospheric transmis- the SB lidar (1) a quadrupled Nd.YAG at 265 nm; (2)
sion of the lidar signals and therefore the optimum op- a doubled dye with variable wavelength; and (3) an ex-
*rating wavelength. cimer at 248 nm (or possibly 285 nm).

A sample o the %3 variation that can occur near the The YAG laser is the most reliable in operation and
surface is given in Table L6 The data of 03 density the excimer the most powerful but both have fixed

Ip AWN 1912/ Vol. 21. No.7/ APP OPTICS 1215
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ne~~i ~Ta m'aTlq U ercnt do1ww U. inlums Mas Maiildse

assato Nelgsti a') Viabllty Frma Density Desit PresureKwa
ne, im' Heiin Vartbiwlty atm-cm/km kg/mt Plr

s as1e/8 3 10 /3 P3 1"f

100 1W 6.8 (.17) 3.6 (+17) so 2.5 (-3) 5.4 (4) 2.6 (-5) 5.4 (4)
4006 317 5.8 2.9 50 2.1 4.6 2.1 S.6

6 60 54 5.7 3.0 53 3.1 4.5 1.9 6.6

___ __990 6.5 5.9 90 2.4 5.2 2.1 9.9

10000 9164 1.13 (*1$) 1.23 (*1#) 109 4.2 9.0 3.5 2.18 (-7)

1IS00 119M 2.02 1.56 76 7.5 1.61(-?) 6.0 5.16

14000 13009 2.35 1.48 63 8.7 1.87 7.0 8.21

16000 ism 2.95 1.42 48 1.10(-2) 2.35 6.8 1.41(-)

16000 17949 4.04 1.23 30 1.50 3.22 1.21 (-4) 2.65

3000 0.96 21 1.77 13.60 1.43 4.27
2200 21924 4_ 86 0.82 17 I .1 t.? 147 6.0

24000 23910 4.54 0.61 14 1.69 13.62 1.38 7.77

26000 2584 4.03 0.55 14 1.49 j3.21 1.24 9.39
28000 277 3.24 0.45 14 1.20 '2.57 1.00 1.02(-5)

30000 29859 2.52 0.33 13 9.38(-3) 2.01 7.88 (-5) 1.09
____ _ 3140 2.03 0.34 17 7.5S 1.62 6.40 1.19

_34000 33 18 .3/ 17 5.88 '1.26 5.10 1.27
36000 35797 1.22 0.17 14 4.54 9.72(-S) 4.03 1.34

38000 377741 8.73 (-17) 1.10 (17)1 13 3.25 6.96 2.95 1.30

40000 39750 6.0? '0.79 13 2.26 14.84 2.10 1.21

42000 41724 3.96 0.44 11 1.48 13.17 1.40 1.06

44000 43698 2.74 0.49 18 1.02 2.18 9.89(-$) 9.67(4)

i46000 .459 41.69 0.36 j 21 6.29(-4) 1.35 6.23 7.6
* 46000 47640 1.03 0.17 17 3.83 8.20(-9) 3.85 6.23

50000 49610 6.64 (+16) 1.10 (*16) 17 2.47 5.29 12.48 5.15

52000 51578 3.84 0.7 1 1.43 3.06 1.43 3.0

54000 53545 2.55 0.68 2 27 9.49(-5) 2.03 9.28(-7) 3.18

56000 55511 1.61 0.37 32 6.00 1.38 5.74 2.58

5000 57476 1.12 0.29 26 4.17 8.93 (-10) 3.90 2.25

60000 59439 7.33 (.15) 2.5 ('15) 34 2.73 5.85 2.50 1.86

63000 61401 4.81 1.8 38 1.79 3.83 1.60 1.59

64000 63362 3.17 1.2 38 1.18 2.52 1.03 1.36

6so0 65322 1.72 0.66 38 6.4 (-G) 1.37 5.5 (-4) 9.6 (-7)

68000 67280 7.5 (+14) 5.1 (+14) 68 2.8 6.0 (-11) 2.4 5.5

70000 69238 5.4 3.1 57 2.0 4.3 1.6 5.1

72000 71194 2.2 1.7 77 8.2 (-7) 1.6 6.5 (-) 2.8
"-74000 73146 1.7 0.9 53 6.3 1.3 4.9 2.9

Total Ozone Amount a 0.345 atm-cm
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In Table M the increased average power require-
ments at the fixed excimer and YAG wavelengths rel-
ative to a wavelength optimized dye laser are shown.
From this one can we the multiplicative power factors
by which the YAG and ezcimer must exceed the dye
laser output to achieve equal SNR. It is seen that for
values of the 03 overburden used the dye laser yields
significant operational advantages.

It is interesting to quantify in certain appropriateI conditions the results of the choice of the tunable dye
9 laser over that of the excimer and quadrupled YAG as

the lidar transmitter. It is seen in Table III that at 2.0
km the excimer requires an average power 416.0 times

*Novagreater than the dye to obtain SNR equal to the dye.
a" The quad/YAG requirement for equal SNR mandates

an increase in output power by a factor of 237.0 over the
dye. As noted, the meteorological range for theseft" "a computations is given as 2.0 km. For greater visibility,
the 03 overburden exerts a greater influence relative to
the aerosol overburden, and these multiplicative ratios
get even greater.

A L Vcu,., rMM&,, ,of, c-9,&S' Finally, as seen in ReL 7 preliminary measurements
have already been made employing a quad/YAG sys-

fg. & Statistical uncertainty of temperature meaurement The rm. Although these experiments have given a proof
statistical uncertainty which aries in the water-vapor measrement of principle, the projected measurement error could be
as a function of the output Idar enerW, is illustrated. The calcula. made to be somewhat smaller. It would appear that the
tions refer to a system with a 0.5-m2 receiver area and a 3.0-MHz ro-
..,. e bouwidt The e e for th, calclan i 1.0 k dye laser, because of its tuning characteristics, can enjoy
and the ruolution t100. TheOnd2 Ramnromunal a significant increase in SNR for equivalent output

scroectionieivnOe .36X l0-m 2 sr'at286.0nm. Thailar power. As noted in Table 11, the factor of 237.0 at 2.0
is assumed to be sh noise limited. km could permit an increm in statistical accuracy for

equivalent integration time output power and resolution
T' I l element of a factor slightly in excess of 1&0. This would

My";. Las Ns n is go wasiem , oP,,Mye Law permit reduction of measurement error to more usefulMeauren levels.
• . Memremsnt

altitude .ciner lae Qudrupled
(kim) (284. am) Nd:YAG (25 am)

1 265 225.0 References
2 416.0 237.0 1. J. A. Cooney. J. AppL MeteoroL 9, 182 (1970).
3 4101.0 59.0 2. D. A. Leonard, Nature London 2iS. 142 (1967).,"4 3.3 x10' 59.0
5 2.2 x 100 45.0 3. J. A. Cooney, J. AppL Meteorol. l1. 10 (1971).

4. L FAtnmnan, Environmental Research Paper 285 (Air Force
Ineresd output power requirements at two interesting wave- Cambridge Research Laboratories. Bedford. Mam. Apr. 1968).

lensthe relative to the power ouput o(the wavelnth opumizd dye S. A. J. Kmger and R. A. Minmer, J. Geophy. Res. 51, 4477
baw achieve equal SNR at the receiver. The Os overburden ued (
that shown in Table IL The multiplicative power factor for a Lor (1976).
opertg at 24.-nm (excimer lmer) nd a lmer operating at 265.0 6. R. I. Beher, NASA Tech. Paper 1277. Wallop. Island. MdL
- (quad/YAG) c compared with that needed for the wavelength (1978).

opehaiNd dye lae is listed. The atmospheric visibility conditions 7. D. Reaut. J. C. Pourny, and R. Capitini. Opt. Lett S23
corrpo to a 2.0-. visibility rmn. (1960).% %
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NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER

WARMINSTER, PENNSYLVANIA 18974
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18 Mar 1983

ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE PROFILES

This is a Technical Memorandum on Design considerations for the receiver

sub-components of the NAVAIRDEVCEN Lidar necessary for the acquisition of

atmospheric temperature profiles.

J. Cooney

The Boltzmann equilibrium distribution of energy across the pure rotational

- . Raman spectrum (RRS) of the atmospheric mix of nitrogen and oxygen provides a

means for the acquisition of atmospheric temperature profiles with the NAVAIRDEVCEN

solar blind Raman lidar. Because the state occupation numbers of this speetrum

are determined to a very high level of accuracy by this thermal distribution, a

means exists of acquiring very accurate (= 1.0 deg. K) temperature data from

measurement of the relative intensities of prescribed portions of this spectral

band.

In the vicinity of 248.5 nm output exciting radiation of the lidar, the
;.,

pure RRS is a band of lines in the close vicinity of the exciting line

(AFmax - 20.0 cm 1 ). The RRS is roughly equally spaced and is of approximately

-A., equal measure on both sides of the exciting line on the wavelength axis.

-4-,". - C-1 -
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By interposing very narrow band (FWHM 5.0 cm-I) spectral filtering in

two selected vortions of this spectrum, a ratio of the received intensities of

the two portions from a given altitude interval can be formed which provides a

measure of the atmospheric temperature from that altitude interval.

The receiver sub-component of the lidar consists of two (or more) receiver

channels through each of which a narrow portion of the RRS is allowed to pass.

The central problem of the design consists in providing filtering in this

"4 portion of the UV spectrum which has the moderately narrow bandwidth cited

above and in addition provides for very significant rejection in the Raman

*-. channel of the so-called Rayleigh or elastic backscatter simultaneously with

the acceptance of the appropriate portion of the RRS.

The basic lidar system consists of a transmitter (excimer laser purchased

from Tachisto Inc., operating at 248.5 nm) which provides a 0.75 joule pulse of

radiation in 20 nsec. This transmitter is co-mounted on an optical telescope

comprising a 30.0 in. diameter primary with the electro-optical receiver sub-

component. The basic output pulse from the laser provides a continous flow of

backscatter radiation from the atmosphere. This signal is acquired by the

telescope and thence directed into the electro-optical receiver sub-component.

The basic function of the receiver is to select those prescribed portions of

the RRS spectrum while adequately rejecting the remainder. Having obtained the

wanted portion of the optical spectrum, the attendant photomultipliers strip

the r.f. signal from the optical carrier and so provide the raw data needed for

temperature profiles.

-:C-2
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In order to achieve the ultimate goal of the temperature profile, present

plans call for the modification of the existing lidar at NAVAIRDEVCEN currently

being employed to acquire humidity profiles of the atmosphere. Because of this

there is, in addition to the receiver sub-component design cited above, two

other major redesign problems. Thus, the current laser needs to be modified to

put out radiation with a 0.1 nm bandwidth (or less) and, in addition, a software

package needs to be designed to handle the new data processing requirements.

These later two requirements, although expensive in hardware costs and time,

are otherwise routine. In fact, an intermediate though not a definitive solution

of the laser problem consists in replacing the current cavity optics with

unstable resonator optics and a ruggedized grating. A more useful though

expensive procedure is to proceed to an injection lock (so-called oscillator-

amplifier) system.

Before proceeding with the center piece subject (design of the interferometer),

it is useful to discuss the background spectroscopic theory and deal with the

measurement strategy and software. The RRS from a sample is, as noted above, a

. series of lines. The strength of the scattered intensity from the sample I is

given as

4 2
I 1 (245 g NO + v ) 3(T+l) (J+2) (21+1) Yo exp[-J(J+l) hcB]
- 2(2J+3) (2J+l) Z kT

I =incident intensity falling on sample
0

gj - nuclear degenercy factor for line J = g(J)

N - number density of scatterers

v exciting frequency
- C-3 -
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3VRO - amount of frequency shift from exciting line - 4B(J+4j)
'O°TO2

J - rotational quantum number

Z- kT
hcB

B - rotational constant (__- )
I -- molecular moment of inertia

h - Planck's constant

T - temperature of sample

O - Anisotropic part of scattering tensor

In more convenient terms

Ij a IoC - IoNa Let &(J)

C- Raman rotational volumetric scatter from line J

a - Raman rotational cross section per molecule at J

. N - Number density of scatterers

.'

In the actual experimental arrangement employed, two Raman channels are

provided for in the lida- receiver. Each individual signal, P1 (X1 ) and P2(X2)

is monitored and the two signals which are functions of range are acquired

and stored. In order to understand how the temperature profile is obtained,

-: note that P1 and P2 are acquired as radar like signals. Thus

P0B (J1) (CT/2) C(J ) TO T(J ) A

- C-4 -
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PoB 0 (J2) (Cr/2) (J 2) T0 T(J2 ) A

2'2' 4-fr2

P1(J1) . P(J B (J1 ) & 01 ) T (J1 )

P2(U1) 1,2 B (J2) & 02 ) T (J2)

* T - transmission to altitude r at exciting (laser) wavelength

B (J1 ) - the system (channel) electro-optical response in small interval

of wavelength I1. Ditto B (J2) where the J1 line occurs at X1

T(J1) - the atmospheric transmission at X1 (X. 1 J1) from an attitude r

to the receiver. Ditto T(J2)

Since T(J1)/T(J 2) is the ratio of transmissions at wavelengths A1 and A2 where

A1 and X2 are separated by the order of 0..1 nm, this ratio is set equal to

unity. The ratio of B (J1)/B (J2) is that of the relative response of the lidar

for incoming radiation at X1 and X2 and as such is an instrumental constant and

must be determined by some form of calibration (on this, more below). Aside

1  1the ratio of BU1 )/B (J2), the measured ratio P is given as,

g(Jl) vo ± Vrot (J1)]4 (Jl+1) (J1 +2) exp[-J1 (J1 +l)a]

S(2J 1+3)

g(J2) [Vo+ Vrot (2 )  (J2+l) (J2 +2) exp[-(J 2(U2+l)Q]
(J2+3)

- C-5 -
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where,

C =/Z lz and

$(J1)/g(J 2) is a theoretical fixed constant of order unity; g(J1 .8) 1.0
.- g(J2

=12)

(J 4

oow V o- t 1 = .9964 and
0 rot 2

..

* (Jl+l) (J1+2) / (2Ji+3) .

S(J2+1) (J2+2)/(2J 2+3)

Hence POJ = 8, J2= 12) - .7 , exp (-203.76/T),
1  2  exp (-441.5/T) J

which, for T-300 becomes P-1l.546

Parenthetically it should be noted that there are two tables appendaged to

this report. One table provides accurate values of line assignments and the

second table provides values of the relative strength of the line intensities.

This can serve as a ready reference for the interested reader.

In general 260 < T < 300 deg. K. The ratio P will generally be in the

• .. neighborhood of unity. The lack of the precise knowledge of the instrumental

-'., constants comprising a part of the calculated value of P (e.g., B(J)) can be

overcome by a measured value of P backscattered from a region of known temperature.

,-C-6
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A prearranged table of calculated values of P for given temperatures can thus

be normalized by the measured value for a given temperature and so a temperature

profile can be constructed.

.-

As suggested above, the critical design consideration focuses on the

optical filtering required. Because of the very narrow passband needed and

also because of the very high rejection ratio of the filtering response 1(248.1 nm)/

1(248.5 um) demanded by the individual Raman channels, the Fabry-Perot interfer-

ometer is the technology of choice. Before getting into the design calculations

which require certain input design specifications, an examination of the relevant

cross sections involved will indicate the magnitude of these input parameters.

To begin with, the absolute value of a cross section from which all other

absolute values are to be derived, must be cited. Schrotter (Univ. of Munich)
".

has compiled a list of the best measurements of the absolute value of the cross

section of the Q-vibrational of N14N1 4. This is

"(Q branch vib)N2 a 5.05 + 0.001 x 104 (VO-2331) cm6 str 1

("Raman Spectroscopy" - Springer-Verlag 1979)

Hence

o(Q-N2 )1 - 5.49 x 10-31cm
2 Str-1 * 6.9 x 10- 30 CM2

488 am

In addition, the Rayleigh cross section is given as

a(RAY) . (5.11 x 10"27 - 1.0 x 10-26) depending on amount of variable H20
- C-7 -
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For average choose a(1AY) I m 7.5 x 1.-27 cm2

488 cm

Using dipole vavelength scaling (i.e., scale by l/X,4)

'. -28 22
O (Q-N 2) 1 l.02x10-2 cm

S248.5

a(RAY) '248;xo-2 cm 2

a(Raman Rotational Peak Line) - a(RRPL)

(J-6) a (RRPL) i (1.9) (l.02x0
- 28) m .94xl0-28 cm2

'248.5 (Porto, Appi. OPT.)

-(38) a (RRPL) '.86x]0 - 28 cm2  Stokes only

lAS 248.5

,J-28 2

(J-8) a (RRPL) 1248; ,02 cm 2 anti-Stokes only

248.

(J-12) a (RRPL) - 1.017439o-28 cm2  anti-Stokes only
248.5

.

(ji8) a" (RRPL) * 3"326x"0"28 cm2  Both stokes and anti-stokes

"-.'- -C-8-
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(J-12) a (RUPL) j - 2.213x10 "28 c-2 Both stokes and anti-stokes

[W(RPL) all for T - 295 deg. K]

a4 .RR1PL) (J-S) 3.326x0 - 28

o(RAY) 245 2.996xl0 3
_- o (RAY)1. llxl72 5

" 248.5

A factor of 334.

a I (RRPQ (J-12) - 2.213x10
2 8 - 1.99x10- 3

%-
a(R.AY) '2 1102

48.5

A factor of 502.

Hence, photon for photon, there vil be 334 times greater Rayleigh signal (J-8)

and 502 times greater Rayleigh signal than Raman rotational (J=12) in the

backscatter radiation. Allowances must be made for small (a few percent)

changes of these numbers due to the slightly different numbers for oxygen.

Allowing for the fact that there should be about a 1.01 intrusion of the Rayleigh

signal into the Raman channel, a rejection ratio of 5.OxlO (RAY/Raman) should

be designed into the optical filtering system.

Two final points should be noted concerning the magnitude of the intrusion.

Firstly, unlike the near IR, the Rayleigh backscatter, as opposed to the aerosol

-' backcatter, is the more important in the UV. Secondly, the Rayleigh intrusion

in both channels is a systematic noise source, not a random noise source.

Unlike a random noise source, a ratio will reduce the influence of these

systematic Intrusions. Thus, consider
- C-9 -
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1 _A (1+e 1) where Celm << "1.0

A+c 1
2 A

and c2 2 << 1.0

Given that the el 5 represents the Rayleigh intrusions,

A + el A (+ ) (1-C) -1+ (el - C2) + 61C2

Here, A/B represents the Raman ratio and if e1= C2 only the square of the

normalized intrusion signal will be noted. Thus A + e 1 A (1 + C ). It is

2

clearly in the interest of accuracy of the temperature profiles to try to keep
6 1 Also, it is no wonder that reduced rejection ratios in a given channel

1 2

have less of an effect on the accuracy of the measured ratio than might otherwise

be supposed. Despite all of the above, as a matter of simple prudence, a third

channel designed to measure the Rayleigh or elastic component of the backscatter

r 'will be provided for. If needed, such measurements can help further reduce the

consequences of the Rayleigh intrusion on the Raman channels.

There are two input design criteria to be considered for the fabrication

of the Fabry-Perot interferometric (FPI) optical filtering. Firstly, there is

the free spectral range (FSR). This is basically set by the actual wavelength
- .C-10 -
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separation between the maximu Rammn rotational signal (3-8) and Rayleigh

signal and, in addition, there is the contrast required which is the ratio of the

Intensities of these two signals.

As a basic design consideration, it is imagined that for a given Raman

channel, two FPI's operate in tandem. Commercial 3-pass systems were rejected

because large apertures ( 1.0 in. dia.) were needed. To begin with, let the

total contrast C - 5.0x0 4 where C - C2 and C1 is the contrast of the individual

FPI. Here, C1 - 224.0. In general C - 02 so F1 - 23.44 (Finesse)

21

Now also the FSR (3-8) - 151.2 ci-1 . This implies a FWHK for the passband of

.W - 151.2 - 6.45 cm I. The equivalent wavelength of FWHM, at X- 248.5 nm
.. 23.44

equals aW (A; - 6.451 (9.36) - 0.03993 un 0.04 nm. The finesse (F) of the pair
151.2

is given by FP F1  23.44

(2
l/P 1) (21/2_1)1/2

This has the consequence of lowering AW. Hence the FWHM of the FPI pair.

- 0.026 nm. This could have the effect of reducing the total transmission

of a wideband backscatter signal (e.g., WW - 0.1 nm) by about 35%. It is more

instructive to consider a more elaborate calculation to determine such trans-

mission, but first consider the feasibility of obtaining a single finesse

F - 23.44.

1 1 1 1 r-R
, 27 2 ~ 2 7  R 1-R

.,. 1 R F FP

FF  M ;Fp - 4XL2

D d
,>J. - C-11-
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with

R - plate reflectivity equal to .94

N - flatness spec (m - 100 for A - 250 rim)
45O-7m)-

A - wavelength (2.485x1077)

L - focal length (24.4 cm - .254m)

D - aperature (.25 - 6.35 m - 6.35x10-3a)

d - plate spacing (33.OxlO-6m)

WV

FR (R -.94) - 51.0; FF (X/200) = 50.0

,- - (4.0) (2.485) (.25) 2 (10-7) - .62x10 - 7 - 47.0

(6.35)2 (106) (33.OxlO
-6) 1.33x10-9

J4.a

-p (D - 5.0 m) - 76.0

However, FP exists only for the second FPI. The FP of the first interferometer

is essentially infinite as L approaches infinity. The F1 = 32.3 for the above

conditions. This implies that these parameters, required for F1 . 23.44, can

be realized with modest effort. The most useful parameters to relax are

the pinhole aperature and the reflectivity. The design of the second pair of

interferometers for the other Raman channel follows the same logic. FSR1 (J-12) -

214.65 cmi assuming the same contrast as with the first pair Fl - 23.44. Thus1

AW - 9.16 cm 1 . dW() - 9.16 - .0564 nm FWiUT.
.. .

214.6

Also, the combined throughput of each system (transmission maximum) can be

given as

- C-12 -
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t (I -_ typically A .002
* 1-R

"t 1• (1- .002 .967
1-.94

so (t) 2  .934. This peak transmission holds for both channels.

Finally, in order to obtain some appreciation of the net transmission from

a given FPI mode, one must integrate the transmission function over the passband

interval. The transmission is described in terms of Airy functions. For

simplification of analysis this function is typically replaced by a Gaussian

function. The transmission passband of the FF1 will be represented by the

function

W 1) 2
,. (Axl)2

where G01 is the maximum value of transmission at a center wavelength Acl.

The passband halfwidth is A I . Now it is of interest to determine whether or

not it will prove more effective in the presence of a broadband laser output

W 1 a .1 rim) to separate the center frequencies of the tandem FPI one with

respect to the other. Assuming the Raman line has a typical line width

AX < .01 nm and using a laser output bandwidth of 0.1 nm, the Raman backscatter

return from a given line will likewise span about 0.1 nm. It is of interest to

determine if the net transmission through the FPI pair will be greater when the

center wavelengths are set to different values. Thus consider the integral

U2  U2 1

A f G (X,X , )G(X,X )dX 2 G dX
U 1 1 c1111 i) 2(X W"29 )d 1

- c-i, -
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where

"-G 1- Go, "1I[ (X,_c,12] G 02 exp [-Lx-c2 ]

"W (1l) 2 W2)2

Initially, consider first the case "01 - G02 - G0 ; cl and (A&X) - (AX).

4 Also let U1 . -00 and U2 - +00. Hence Consider the integal

A G exp - ] d. - iAX 2 .5 for G W 1.0 and
-0 (n) 2/2

for AX - .4. Next, consider how this result is modified for the orginal limits

U1 and U2, where U2- U1 - 0.1 nm. Consider

All " UI GO Exp[-(X-X ) 2 dX - fc exp(-aX2 )dx
1.,(AX) 2 /2

)% W)

(7r)4 erf (C °4) for a - 2 and c - .5
2 (AX) 2

A11 - (.5)erf (1.767) - .494. Note that the extreme narrowing of the limits of

integration has a negligible effect upon the net transmission. This will be so

until the limits begin to encroach upon the half power points.
.

w 
.

Finally, consider the integral A under the circumstances where the center

wavelengths are shifted slightly with respect to one another. Thus,

- 1 -
4.
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letU < <A C2 < U2 where Icl-A - c. Pictorially, for Xcl set at the

middle of the band encompassing the disposition of A 2 within the band U1 and

U 2 . This situation is here displayed:

c2- X
'-' 

U1 + U2
1 

2

cU 2

U1 x c Ac2  U2

for X - X c one can rewrite A as

Axpi + X (X+)]dx I c G dx
2 ci-c e [- +(n) -

c =U 2 - cl = + 5

-c U1 -x - .5

U 2 - u 1.0

2 cl +

G G2 exp[- X2+X2+2Xc+e
2]

0 ,,(AA,)
2

-..-.

Now, fuexp[ _ yXdXU,,4B

- (vB) [exp(By 2)[ 1- *(yB+..U )]

S"2Bk

* where 4(y) - erf(y) - 2 f'° exp(-t2) dt

- C-15-
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and where real B > 0 and U > 0. Since -C < 0 there is a need to shift regions

of interest to a completely positive region. i.e. redefine A - A 1 so
C

1

f 2 . - (nB) exp(By2) [(yB+Ul) -0(yB+U

.4.

U1 - + 1.5
1

U - + .5
1

Now G becomes

G' G11 M G 2 exp[-1 2X2+(2E-3)X+E 2+2]

,.( A X ) 2m.9

1.5 2 2 2
1;5 G 0exp- 2X +(2E-3)X+c +2 d

• l.5 (G2 exp[-l 2X2 +(C2c-3)X+c 2 +2 dx

+2
'4 5 0(AX) 

2

G 2 exp[- c2+21 [(0, (Ax) exp((3-2c) 2) *(C + 1.5 0 - O(E + .5
(AX) 2 8(>)2 4 2 (AX,) (i/8) 4 / 2 (AM,)('n/8)0

It is obvious that this function is a maximum for £ 0 0. This implies

that displacing the center wavelength of the tandem FPI will only lower the
4.r

net transmission. Hence both FPI's in the tandem arrangement should be tuned

to the same center wavelength.

As a final comment it should be pointed out that despite the favorable

outlook provided by this analysis, the important question of signal/noise and

upper range limitations have yet to be fully explored.

- C-16 -
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Initially, working with this interferometer receiver will require a

great deal of skill from the experimenter and meticulous care must be exercised

during a measurement episode to see that all calibrations and adjustments

are punctiliously carried out. This implies not only great care on the part

of the experimenter, but requires deletion of the existing 7912 to be

replaced by 7612. This is a must.

Also, it should be restated that a third channel needed to acquire the

elastic signal must be added to assist in the proper assessment of the effect

of the Rayleigh intrusion as a matter of simple design procedure.

Again, there are many things that can serve to diminish the accuracy of

these measurements below acceptable values, so please understand that for the

first year or so, this is a "hairy" measurement. On the other hand, there is now

in the literature documented cases of success so that the goal is known to be

achievable.

.-
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